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Chapter 1 Lesson 1 Mixtures and Compounds  

Directions: Complete the visual outline chart by writing the 

correct term from the word bank on the lines provided. 

Some terms may be used more than once or not at all.  

  

Matter 

 anything that has (1) __________________________ and takes up space 

 most made of (2) __________________________ 

 two classifications;  (3) __________________________ and  (4) 

__________________________ 

 

 

(5) __________________________ 

 made up of one or more types of atoms in the same combinations 

 two types (6) __________________________ and (7) __________________________ 

 

(8) __________________________ 

 made of only one type of atom 

 organized on the periodic 

table 

 have a chemical symbol 

 

(9) __________________________ 

 made of two or more types of atoms bonded together 

 properties are different from the elements that make it 

up 

 have chemical formulas 

 

(10) __________________________ 

 

 made of two or more (11) __________________________ that are not bonded together 

 Combinations of substances can vary.  

 

 two types: (12) __________________________ and  (13) __________________________ 

 

(14) __________________________ 

 two or more substances unevenly 

mixed 

 different substances visible by 

unaided eye or microscope 

 

(15) __________________________ 

 two or more substances evenly mixed 

 different substances cannot be seen by a 

microscope. 

Word Bank 

*atoms  *compounds 

*elements *mass    * substances 

*matter *mixture 

*heterogeneous mixture 

*homogeneous mixture 
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Chapter 1: Lesson 2 

Directions: Circle the term in parentheses that correctly completes each sentence. 

 

1. The nucleus of an atom contains (  protons  /   electrons  ) and neutrons. 

2. The nucleus has a (  positive charge   /  negative charge  ) and the  

(  least mass   /   most mass   ) of the atom. 

3. An electron is a (   positively charged  /  negatively charged   ) particle located outside 
the nucleus. 

4. The modern model of an atom is called the (   electron-cloud  /  nucleus-orbit   )    
model. 

5. Electrons that are close to the nucleus have (   more energy  /  less energy   ) than 

electrons that are farther from the nucleus. 

6. The atomic number is the number of (   protons   /  neutrons   ) in the nucleus of 

an atom of an element. 

7. Isotopes have the same number of protons but different numbers of 

 (   electrons  /  neutrons   ). 

8. An ion has a charge because it has gained or lost (   protons    /   electrons  ). 

9. A (   positive    /  negative   ) ion has more protons than electrons. 

10. Adding a(n) (   proton   /  electron  ) to a neutral atom produces a new element. 
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Concept Practice 

Heterogeneous vs Homogenous 

Directions: On the line before each item write HE if the item represents a heterogeneous mixture or HO if 

the item represents a homogenous mixture.  

 

1. _____ granite 5. _____ trail mix 

2. _____ smoke 6. _____ air 

3. _____ soda 7. _____ tap water 

4. _____ brass  

Mixture vs Compound 

Directions: Put a check mark on the line before each property that is typical of a compound.  

 

1. _____ made only of one kind of atom 5. _____ represented by a chemical  

               formula 

2. _____ made of unbounded substances 6. _____ Identity is not changed by changing  

                the amount of its substances 

3. _____ is a substance 7. _____ is the smallest part of an element 

4. _____ made of elements that are  

                bonded together 

8. _____ is often made of molecules 

 

Structure of Atoms 

Directions: Complete the chart with missing information.  

 

Element Atomic Number Number of Protons Number of Electrons 

magnesium 12   

carbon  6 6 

oxygen 8   

 26   

 


